
Chief of Police 24-Hour Occurrence Log       

By Force Investigation Division 

Area: Type of Incident:  

Southwest Officer-Involved Shooting – No Hit (OIS-NH) 

Date and Time of Occurrence Location: 

October 17, 2020    2330 hours Budlong Avenue north of Jefferson Boulevard 

Arrestee:  Maxwell, Brandon #2  #3  

Description:  M/B/DOB: 11/11/1986 #2  #3  

Charge:   664/187(a) P.C. #2  #3  

Booking No:    6034928 #2  #3  

Homeless:  No     

DR No:            TBD                                        FID No:  F048-20  

On October 17, 2020, Southwest uniformed patrol officers were driving north on Budlong Avenue from Jefferson 

Boulevard when they observed a shooting in progress.  The suspect vehicle was stopped in the roadway, and two of 

its passengers were standing in the roadway, firing handguns at a victim who had just exited his vehicle.  One of 

the suspects ran northbound after the intended victim, as the second suspect attempted to fire his handgun at a 

group of males on the sidewalk.   

 

When officers stopped their vehicle, the suspect-2 , turned and pointed his handgun in the direction of officers and 

an OIS occurred.  None of the officers, victims or suspects were struck by gunfire.  Suspect-2 entered the passenger 

side of the vehicle, and the vehicle fled southbound before crashing several blocks away.  

 

As the OIS was occurring, Suspect-1 had run northbound briefly, but returned southbound on the sidewalk toward 

officers.  Suspect-1 discarded his revolver at scene before fleeing northbound on foot.  Officers established a 

perimeter to search for the outstanding suspects.  While maintaining the perimeter, additional officers detained one 

male with bloody clothing in the back seat of a vehicle attempting to exit the perimeter.  The male was later 

determined to the registered owner of the suspect vehicle and appeared to have minor injuries from broken vehicle 

glass as a result of the OIS.  He and was ultimately booked for attempted murder.    

 

Metropolitan Division K9 officers also responded to assist with the search; however, no additional suspects were 

located within the perimeter.   

 

One revolver was recovered at scene.  A semi-automatic pistol was recovered from the passenger floorboard of the 

suspect’s vehicle.   

 

Force Investigation Division (FID) detectives responded to the scene and are investigating this incident. 

THIS INFORMATION NOT FOR DISSEMINATION TO THE MEDIA 

                            Staff Officer(s) Present:    Commander A. Labrada  

                         Senior Officer(s) Present:  Captains III P. Espinosa and A. Pasos, Captain I D. Shah 

Officer-in-Charge: Lieutenant II B. Reynolds, FID 

First Supervisor Arrival:   ne Sergeant T. Dobine, SOE 

                    First FID Personnel Arrival: Detective III L. Alarcon 
Unit Handling Criminal (Arrestee/Susp) 

Investigation: 
FID Criminal Apprehension Team (CAT) 

DA Response: No                                      OIG Response:  Yes 

                                                                   Investigator Sam Colina 

 


